
Writing a Scientific paper





WHAT IS A STRONG MANUSCRIPT?

• Has a novel, clear, useful and exciting message

• Presented and constructed in a logic manner

• Reviewers and editors can grasp the significance easily

Suggestion by an editor: 
editors and reviewers are busy scientists, make things easy 
and simple



QUESTIONS TO ANSWER BEFORE YOU WRITE 
(WHY YOU WANT TO PUBLISH YOUR WORK)

Is it new and interesting?

Is it a current hot topic?

Have you provided solutions to some 
difficult problem?

Are you ready to publish at this point?



Before writing the paper

• Clearly identify the key message of the paper (be able to articulate it one clear 
sentence)

• The vision statement should guide all subsequent decisions

• Prepare draft version of figures and tables and prepare a storyboard



WHAT KIND OF PAPER

Full articles/ Original articles

Letters / Rapid communications / Case report

Review papers

New manuscript types (data in brief, Graphical reviews etc)



SELECT BEST JOURNAL FOR SUBMISSION

• Look at your references, this should help narrowing the choices
• Ask the following questions:

Is the journal peer reviewed at the right level?

Who is the journal’s audience?

How fast does it make a decision or publish the paper?

What are the impact metrics of the journal?

Do you want/need open access? 

Does the journal really exist? ( check the Beall’s list of 
predatory publishers)



COMMON PROBLEMS WITH MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSION

• Submission of papers clearly out of scope

• Failure to format the paper according to instructions

• Inappropriate suggested reviewers

• Inadequate English

• Resubmission of rejected paper without revision



AUTORSHIP: who is entitled to be an Author

Most commonly:

• Substantial contribute – from conception to interpretation

• Draft the article and revise it

• Give approval to the version 

• Agree to be accountable

• All points required. Alternatively acknowledgements



AUTHORSHIP

FIRST AUTHOR  Conduct or supervised the paper and submit  
(possible shared first authorship)

CORRESPONDING AUTHOR The first Author or a senior author

LAST AUTHOR   the primary investigator of the project, provided 
daily supervision, frequently the group leader

AVOID GHOST AUTHORS
GIFT AUTHORS



How to choose supporting results

Once decided the key points of the paper see what to include 

Keep what makes your paper better and discard everything else

Papers that contain lots of unrelated results are difficult to comprehend 

Organise the paper as a movie. Scientists are story telling humans

Often the problem is not the writing: it is the thinking



WRITING PAPER – tips -

Reading is linear, writing does not have to

Scientific papers are stories not just containers of information

Well written paper are often about a single thing

Not every paper can be amazingly important, however every paper can be focussed, 
easy to understand and come with a clear take home message

If a result makes you go “that’s funny” it probably contains a story worth telling

Unexpected results can be turned into an exciting story



WRITING THE ABSTRACT(advertising)
“clear thinking becomes clear writing”

It takes some courage to write the abstract first, but it’s worth it

The abstract determines the story and it is critical for making the paper catchy. It is also the 
first thing that the reader sees!!

One common mistake is to view the abstract a linear string of equally important pieces of 
information to let the reader know what you have done. This is a boring abstract . The 
first few sentences are to provide context and excitement

Then the script continues with the problem to solve and the resolution.

Finally the epilogue that with few sentences should illustrate how your results have changed 
the world, first in your field and then more broadly

A common mistake is to end the abstract abruptly after the results. The reader is left 
alone to find the meaning of the results



THE ABSTRACT RESEMBLES A HOURGLASS
it answers two main whats :what has been done

what are the findings

• Starts by broadly introducing the setting
• Then narrows down to a specific research problem
• Then the solution found
• Then the hourglass widens again towards the 
• Epilogue with the effects in the world

Graphical abstract may be placed next to the textual abstract to 
visually summarize the research in a single easy to follow figure



HOW TO CHOOSE THE TITLE

The title has to be in perfect sync with the abstract – they have to tell the same story
• make sure that your title and abstract use the same words and concepts
• make sure that everything mentioned in the title is discussed in the abstract 

Remove empty words “ towards understanding problem x”. An investigation on the 
influence of the color on the taste of apples

Consider search engines

Maybe the most important part of the paper. The first thing the reader sees and condition his choice to keep on reading

• Avoid unnecessary phrases such as “ a study of”or “an investigation of”
• Avoid abbreviations 

In max 15 words tell: Purpose, Method and findings. 
“Injured tendon regeneration induced by mechanically isolated amniotic stem cells”

Consider the possibility of having a “two sentences title” 
Can Antibiotics make bacteria live longer? An investigation of….







Anatomy of a scientific paper 
INTRODUCTION

What is known

What is unknown , what is the gap to fill

How and why should we fill the gap

METHODS

RESULTS
What did you get

DISCUSSION
How the results fill the gap

CONCLUSION
What does this mean for us



INTRODUCTION
“the reasons why you did the study”

• Establish the context of the research

• Define gaps in knowledge that the study will fill

• State the aims of the paper with questions and 
hypotheses 

• Give rationale of the work

• Anticipate main results (according to guidelines of the 
journal)



Four paragraph template to write the introduction

First paragraph. THE CONTEXT

Since it leads into the story the first couple of sentences are crucial. In 

addition to the context it set the excitations

• Say the knowledge gap with a powerful sentence

• After a strong beginning continue with a overview of the state of art

• You don’t need to tell the details. Cite proper review instead

• End the paragraph with some contrast “despite all this, we do not fully 

understand …..” or “however the role of X remains an open question



Example
Here is the beginning of the first paragraph of Altarelli et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 112, 
118701 (2014): “Tracing epidemic outbreaks in order to pin down their origin is a 
paramount problem in epidemiology. Compared to the pioneering work of John 
Snow on 1854 London’s cholera hit [1], modern computational epidemiology can 
rely on accurate clinical data and on powerful computers to run large-scale 
simulations of stochastic compartment models. However, like most inverse 
epidemic problems, identifying the origin (or seed) of an epidemic outbreak 
remains a challenging problem…”



Second paragraph 
(zoom in your particular problem)

• If the first paragraph ends by saying “ the reason for the tendon failure to 
repair is not fully understood yet” you can begin the second paragraph by 
explaining why that question is important and why hasn’t it been solved

• Continue by explaining  why answering that question is worthwhile and if 
others have tempted to solve the problem

• Use carefully chosen citations to emphasize what is known

• At the end of this paragraph clearly state the research question that your 
paper addresses 



Third paragraph
The point of view moves from what others have done, to how you have 
approached this question 
Example: “to this aim we have carried out an experiment where…..”

Use clear phrase to introduce aims
“the purpose of this study was….”
“The objective of the study is…..”
“We investigated a possible mechanism----”

Key verbs: describe, investigate, present, analyse, assess

The Statement of Purpose is usually placed at 
the end of the introduction

Describe what the study will do



The rationale of the approach

Address these questions

• Why this kind of approach

• What are the advantage of the model

• Why this technique is better than previous ones



Fourth paragraph

The paragraph moves from your approach to your findings . It reveals the 
outcome of your work and briefly summarise your results. Eventually 
anticipate impact on the world

Usually keep this paragraph clear and short 



Tips for the introduction

Use highly relevant sources to support the study

Use keywords from the title to focus the exact problem

Include an hypothesis

Use only articles highly related to the study and
review articles for summarizing context







METHODS

STEP 1

• Prepare figures and tables 

• Gather all data

• Give them number and captions

• Place them in the order to show in the results



STEP 2 
- how the study was carried out and analysed 

How the experiments were done (when the experimental design is complex 
you may use a diagram)

Why the procedures were chosen

How results were analysed

Statistical methods used



Materials and methods
This section serves two purposes:
1. Let other researcher gauge whether your conclusions are justified and 

backed up by evidence
2. Allow other researchers to replicate your study

Explain what you have done in as much detail as possible. 
Release your raw data, your intermediate results. 
Hide nothing. Be a good scientist.

• Top journal style (PNAS, Nature etc.) is to have Materials and Methods as a separate section at 
the end of the article as an appendix. 

• In biomedical journal style Methods are described in all their detail straight after the 
introduction. The downside is that reading the paper may be deadly boring



STEP 2 methods
1. Material used and origin
2. Material preparation
3. Measurement methods

• Preparations and measurements organized 
chronologically

• List methods in the order used for results
• Order from most to less important

Do not repeat details of published methods: 
use references and supporting materials• Methods maybe about 10% of the paper. 

(see journal guide)
• Use past voice and past tense
• Do not discuss the results

Heat inactivated serum was purchased from 
Sigma (sede)
Amniotic membrane was….
A laser confocal microscope was used to assess..



Figures

• tables give the actual experimental results, while figure are often used for 
comparisons of experimental results

• Whatever your choice is, no illustrations should duplicate the information 
described elsewhere in the manuscript

• figures and table legends must be self-explanatory

• Lines joining data only can be used when presenting time series or consecutive 
samples data. When there is no connection between samples or there is not a 
gradient, you must use histograms



RESULTS part 1. Figures
Outline the results with figures and their order

Define order within each category. The order should tell a clear story with each figure built on the previous one

Make sure that your captions reflect what the reader should learn. A caption that says : “here we see Y plotted as 
a function of X” is useless. This should be clear by the axis labels. Always tell the reader what he should see in the 
figure, how to interpret it.

Use colour consistently throughout your figures and pay attention to the font size 

Figures must be professional

Write captions for figures and tables before the results



RESULTS part 2. text 

Recall the research question of the introduction

Present findings in the same order as the Methods (use subsections)

Present data responding to the question without discussing 

Add secondary results

Present data in Figures, tables and text

Never start a sentence “As shown in fig…” but refer the reader to figure
at the end of the sentence … as shown in fig.  

Don’t say preliminary introducing sentence such as 
“ plant growth was conditioned by soli salinity” 
but say “plant A grew faster than plan B in high salinity”



WRITING THE DISCUSSION 
(in some journals discussion is integrated in the  results)

Scientists are often scared to make confident statement with muscularity. The result is a turgid 
obfuscatory writing that sounds defensive. Be convincing.

• Begin the discussion by reminding the reader the broader knowledge gap and 
the specific question of the paper  

• Give some examples and state of art of more recent investigations

• Explain why the gap has not been filled yet and then proceed through your 
results one by one or grouping them to certain points

• Contextualise the results within the literature, how do the results agree 
with previous work in the literature.

• Cite yourself without overdoing 
• Show how the results contribute to solve the broader problem 

pointed out in the abstract and the introduction



Writing the discussion: tips
• Avoid statements that go beyond what the results can  support
• Avoid unspecific expression (high temperature, low rate… be specific)
• Avoid sudden introduction of new terms and new ideas

At the end It is common to discuss the limitation of your work but this should not be the first time 
they are mentioned. Let the reader know about them earlier, be open from the very beginning

Instead of saying that your results would be even clearer if your experimental set up had a higher resolution, 
say that even though the resolution of your experimental set up is limited your results are nevertheless quite 
convincing (say “but, yes” instead of “yes, but”)

Instead stating that further research is required go for: 
Because of the results of this paper it is now possible to tackle 
problem X with method Y to come closer to the ultimate goal of Z

Ending the paper you can use the words
“with this study we have shown that…



DISCUSSION what is the meanings of the results
“Countless manuscript are rejected because the discussion section is so weak. Results should 
be put into a global context to demonstrate what makes those results significant or original”

Questions to answer:
1. Are results related to research aims

2. Do the results agree with each other

3. Data support the hypothesis proposed

4. Compare with other studies

1. What are the study implications

2. Further research required



CONCLUSIONS

• Underline how results fit with the aims of the research

• Briefly show how your results improve knowledge

• Put your work into perspective, indicate extension and further 
implications



the cover letter

• Begin by stating the paper’s title and the type of paper you are submittnig
(review, short communication, research)
• Concisely explain why your study was performed, what was done and what

are the key findings
• State why the results are important and what impact they may have in the 

field
• Make sure you mention how your approach and findings relate to the 

scope of the journal to show why the article would be of interest to its
readers
• In the last paragraph state that the work is original and that you have not

submitted it for publishing elsewhere


